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Intensity of resistance training via
self-reported history is critical in properly
characterizing musculoskeletal health
Todd C. Shoepe1* , Joseph W. LaBrie2, Grant T. Mello2, Allison G. Leggett1 and Hawley C. Almstedt1

Abstract

Background: Intensity of resistance training history might be omitted or poorly ascertained in prescreening or data
questionnaires involving musculoskeletal health. Failure to identify history of high-versus low-intensity training may
overlook higher effect sizes with higher intensities and therefore diminish the precision of statistical analysis with
resistance training as a covariate and bias the confirmation of baseline homogeneity for experimental group
designation. The purpose was to determine the degree to which a single question assessing participant history of
resistance training intensity predicted differences in musculoskeletal health.

Methods: In the first research aim, participants were separated into groups with a history (RT) and no history (NRT)
of resistance training. The second research aim evaluated the history of resistance training intensity on muscular
strength, lean mass, and bone mineral density (BMD), RT participants were reassigned into a low- (LIRT) or high-
intensity resistance training group (HIRT). 83 males and 87 females (19.3 ± 0.6 yrs., 171.1 ± 9.9 cm, 67.1 ± 10.5 kg,
22.9 ± 2.8 BMI, 26.2 ± 7.2% body fat) completed handgrip dynamometry (HG) and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry
scans (DXA) for BMD and bone mineral-free lean mass (BFLM).

Results: A 3-group method (NRT, LIRT, HIRT) reduced type-I error compared with the 2-group method (NRT, RT) in
characterizing the likely effects of one’s history of resistance training. For the second aim, HIRT had significantly (p <
0.05) greater HG strength (76.2 ± 2.2 kg) and arm BFLM (6.10 ± 0.16 kg) than NRT (67.5 ± 1.3 kg; 4.96 ± 0.09 kg) and
LIRT (69.7 ± 2.0 kg; 5.42 ± 0.14 kg) while also showing significantly lower muscle quality (HG/BFLM) than NRT (13.9 ±
0.2 vs. 12.9 ± 0.3). HIRT had greater BMD at all sites compared to NRT (whole body = 1.068 ± 0.008 vs. 1.120 ± 0.014;
AP spine = 1.013 ± 0.011 vs. 1.059 ± 0.019; lateral spine = 0.785 ± 0.009 vs. 0.846 ± 0.016; femoral neck = 0.915 ± 0.013
vs. 0.970 ± 0.022; total hip = 1.016 ± 0.012 vs. 1.068 ± 0.021 g/cm2) while LIRT revealed no significant skeletal
differences to NRT.

Conclusions: Retrospective identification of high-intensity history of resistance training appears critical in
characterizing musculoskeletal health and can be ascertained easily in as little as a single, standalone question. Both
retrospective-questionnaire style investigations and pre-screening for potential participation in prospective research
studies should include participant history of resistance training intensity.
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Background
“Dysmobility” has been offered as a possible label [1] for
the dual systemic, progressive chronic diseases character-
ized by decreasing quantity and quality of bone and muscle
individually known as osteoporosis and sarcopenia respect-
ively. Forecasts predict more than 300 million people
worldwide at risk for osteoporotic fracture by 2040 [2] and
more than 200 million people will be affected by sarcopenia
in 2050 [3]. Both conditions contribute to declines in qual-
ity of life, physical disability, chronic disease comorbidity,
increased risk of mortality, and burden the global health-
care system with tremendous financial expense including
direct U.S. costs due to sarcopenia approximating $18.5
billion as of 2000 [4] and direct E.U. costs of osteoporosis
approximating €38 billion in 2010 [5].
Prevention efforts for both disease conditions involve

increasing peak bone mass (PBM) and muscle mass
(PMM) prior to inevitable age-related declines [6–9].
Muscle mass is correlated with muscle strength [10–13],
and age-related normative strength curves follow a similar
trajectory to PBM and PMM, whereby peak muscle
strength occurs near age 35 [14, 15]. However, muscle
mass has only revealed weak-to-moderate relationships
with strength which brings increased value to the concept
of muscle quality (MQ), a variable defined as the ratio of
strength per unit of muscle. Independently, MQ has value
in predicting disability, disease, mortality, and some can-
cers [16–20]. Nonetheless, with evidence linking muscle
mass muscle strength to positive bone outcomes [21],
along with the prediction that increasing peak bone mass
by 10% across a population might reduce the risk of later
fracture by as much as 50% [22], the relationships of mus-
culoskeletal mass, quality, and strength are of interest to
athletes, patients, and practitioners alike.
Exercise, and in particular resistance training, is one of

the most important strategies for improving musculoskel-
etal mass across the lifespan. With desired bone and
muscle outcomes noted as a result of resistance training at
different stages in life [23–29], lifelong resistance training
programming is recommended for muscle strength,
muscle mass, and bone health development [23, 30–32] in
position stands by the National Strength and Conditioning
Association (NSCA) and the American College of Sports
Medicine (ACSM). Research consensus suggests that the
higher forces imparted on the skeleton resulting from
high-intensity resistance training promote more favorable
outcomes in bone development, accrual, and retention
than low-intensity resistance training [23, 32, 33]. Further-
more, low-intensity (< 50% of one-repetition maximum or
1RM) appears to provide adequate stimulus for strength
development in novice lifters while high-intensity (> 80%
of 1RM) appear more effective with experienced lifters
[25, 30, 34]. Conversely, while hypertrophy can be seen
across a spectrum of intensities in novice lifters, moderate

to low intensities (70–85% of RM) are recommended for
muscular hypertrophy among experienced lifters [30, 35].
The summary of these findings is that intensity of resist-
ance training critically influences expected differential
muscular and bone outcomes related to the prevention of
osteoporosis and sarcopenia.
The use of questionnaires in behavioral and biological

science is ubiquitous due to their inexpensive, simple
nature but they come at the disadvantage of being more
subjective and therefore more prone to inaccuracy [36].
In assessing exercise variables, low levels of agreement
have been observed between perceived and actual dur-
ation/volume of exercise in retrospective surveys [37],
and discrepancies between actual and recommended in-
tensity have been documented with resistance training
specifically [30]. It is therefore suggested that when pos-
sible, physiological measurements should be acquired in
parallel with self-reported data as corroborative evidence
to determinize relationships between activity and physio-
logical outcome [38]. Therefore, with the known import-
ance of intensity differentiation on musculoskeletal
outcomes, and to properly confirm participant use of
subjective terms describing intensity (e.g. light, medium,
and heavy exercise), concurrently documented physio-
logical measures that are objectively measured can aid in
validating participant recall of exercise intensity [39].
Studies that neglect cross-sectional or baseline partici-

pant history of resistance training history and more spe-
cifically, the intensity of past participant training may be
critically introducing systematic error into the expected
outcomes of their investigation. Secondarily, it is critical
to expound our understanding of the role that resistance
training intensity plays in the development of peak mus-
culoskeletal mass to improve our preventative recom-
mendations of dysmobility. Therefore, the twofold aims
of this investigation were to 1) describe the effect of two
different classification methods of reported resistance
training intensity history on variables of musculoskeletal
health and 2) characterize potential differences in muscle
mass, strength, MQ, and BMD in young adults due to
their self-reported history of resistance training intensity.
It was hypothesized that a) grouping all resistance train-
ing history into one group would be much less accurate
in predicting musculoskeletal health than the separation
of groups based on low- and high-intensity, and b) that
a reported history of high-intensity resistance training
would be associated with superior musculoskeletal
health.

Methods
Experimental approach to the problem
This retrospective, cross-sectional investigation was per-
formed as part of a federally-funded study investigating
bone health and alcohol consumption in collegiate
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students partially described previously [40]. Participants
were initially recruited through announcement via
courses, on-campus student-life events, and postings to
social media and website platforms. In a single labora-
tory visit, participants were given health and physical
activity questionnaires, performed a muscular strength
assessment, and completed a body composition assess-
ment. All research protocols were approved by the Insti-
tutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects and written informed consent was provided by
each participant prior to any data collection procedures.
For this sub-investigation of the original study, two

different research aims were investigated that were crit-
ically dependent upon assignment into either a two-
group or three-group design (Fig. 1). The first research
aim used self-reported recall to categorize participants
into different groups based on resistance training his-
tory. In a comparison of two methods of categorization,
a 2-group method separated participants into those hav-
ing no history of resistance training (Group 1: NRT) or
those with a history of resistance training (Group 2: RT).
To determine the influence of intensity, a 3-group
method categorized participants as having no history
of resistance training (Group 1: NRT), a history of
low-intensity resistance training (Group 2: LIRT), or a
history of high-intensity resistance training (Group 3:
HIRT).

Participants
A total of 179 (89 =male, 90 = female) participants began
the study although two individuals failed to complete all
required testing protocols leaving 177 included in the
preliminary analysis. Eligibility criteria for the study in-
cluded status as a first- or second-year non-pregnant
college student, and a self-reported BMI between 18.5–

30 kg/m2. Descriptive anthropometric data are presented
in Table 1.

Procedures
Upon arriving at the Human Performance Laboratory,
participants were given the Aerobic Center Longitudinal
Study Physical Activity Questionnaire [41]. This was
later used to calculate regular physical activity over the
previous 3 months in metabolic equivalents (METs) with
body mass in addition to stated duration of activities and
intensity approximations according to published stan-
dards [41]. One item in this assessment requires respon-
dents to identify whether they had participated in weight
training at least once per week during the last 3 months.
Participants who responded “no” to this question
were assigned to the “no history” of resistance train-
ing group (NRT; n = 96; males = 32, females = 64).
Original to this investigation included the follow-up
prompt for those identifying a history of resistance
training: “Is your resistance training high-intensity?
(i.e. based on 1RM).” For the first research aim, all
other participants entering “yes” were entered into
the RT group (n = 74; males 51; females = 23). For the
second research aim the RT group was divided into
two separate groups where participants who
responded “yes” to resistance training but did not use
1RM principles were assigned to a low-intensity
(LIRT) group (n = 41; males = 29, females = 12) and
finally, those identifying a training history based on
1RM principles were assigned to a high-intensity
(HIRT) group (n = 33; males = 22, females = 11).
Daily energy, protein, vitamin D, and calcium intakes

were assessed with the full-length 2014 Block Food
Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ). This survey has been
validated for retrospective dietary assessment over the
previous year [42]. Following a brief portion size tutorial

Fig. 1 Group assignment flow chart
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supported through the use of models and images, the
survey required participants to approximate frequency of
food consumption on a monthly, weekly, and daily basis
from a list of foods developed from NHANES, based on
the USDA Food and Nutrient Database. Calcium and
vitamin D reported here were the result of summed
dietary and supplemental values reported from the FFQ.
In minimal or athletic clothing sans shoes, height was

assessed with a stadiometer (Seca Accu-Hite; Columbia,
MD, USA) to the nearest 0.5 cm and an electronic scale
was used to measure body mass to the nearest 0.1 kg
(Tanita BWB-927A; Tokyo, Japan). Following position-
ing procedures that have been shown to produce scan-
rescan coefficients of variation of less than 1% [43],
whole body scans were performed for the assessment of
body composition and segmental composition of the
upper-extremities using dual-energy x-ray absorpti-
ometry (DXA; Hologic Delphi A, Waltham, MA) and all
scans were analyzed with Hologic Apex version 4.5 soft-
ware. Whole body scans were also used for assessment
of BMD (g/cm2) of the whole body (WB) while three
additional regional scans allowed for densitometry
assessment of the total hip (TH), femoral neck (FN),
antero-posterior lumbar spine (AP), and lateral spine
(LS). DXA has been identified as the gold standard in
monitoring conditions of low BMD and as a pragmatic
alternative to computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) in the assessment of muscle
mass [44, 45].
Calibrations of the absorptiometer were performed

prior to daily testing sessions during each of the testing
periods. Scans were used to produce whole body and

segmental extremity data for bone mineral-free lean
mass (BFLM), fat mass, bone mineral content (BMC),
and percent body fat. A prior check of internal
consistency with this technician and system confirmed
assessment reliability at greater than 99.0% with less
than 1% coefficient of variation from repeated measure-
ments of BMD measurements of the hip and spine from
20 volunteers of similar age to the study population
whereby the participants were repositioned prior to the
second scan.
As a proxy for total body strength [46], and follow-

ing previously published testing recommendations
[47], muscular strength was assessed with handgrip
(HG) dynamometry whereby the same device was used
for all assessments (Takei Physical Fitness Test Grip-
D; Scientific Instruments Co. Ltd.; Niigata City, Japan).
In order to normalize variations in grip score due to
length-tension relationship of muscle [48], the handle
of the dynamometer was adjusted prior to testing of
each participant to about 90 degrees of flexion at the
proximal interphalangeal joint resulting in the inter-
mediate phalanx of the third digit lying parallel to the
inner handle. Following a brief familiarization oppor-
tunity, participants were instructed to exert maximal
effort for three trials lasting 3–5 s each alternating
between the right and left hands. One minute of rest
was provided between successive trials on each hand
with the highest value for each hand used for data
analysis. The variable of MQ was calculated as the
sum of both maximal right- and left-hand grip scores
divided by the sum of right and left arm bone-free lean
mass (ABLFM) from the segmental DXA analysis. We

Table 1 Participant descriptive values

2-group method NRT RT NRT vs. RT
p

n 96 74

age (years) 19.2 ± 0.6 19.4 ± 0.6 0.029

height (cm) 169.2 ± 8.5 173.6 ± 10.5 0.003

body mass (kg) 64.9 ± 9.3 69.8 ± 11.4 0.002

BMI (kg/m2) 22.7 ± 2.9 23.1 ± 2.8 0.332

males/females 32/64 51/23

3-group method NRT LIRT NRT vs. LIRT
p

HIRT NRT vs. HIRT
p

LIRT vs. HIRT
p

n 96 41 33

age (years) 19.2 ± 0.6 19.5 ± 0.7 0.013* 19.3 ± 0.6 0.368 0.221

height (cm) 169.2 ± 8.5 173.8 ± 10.6 0.009* 173.2 ± 10.4 0.034* 0.804

body mass (kg) 64.9 ± 9.3 68.0 ± 11.0 0.103 72.1 ± 11.6 0.001* 0.092

BMI (kg/m2) 22.7 ± 2.9 22.5 ± 2.7 0.681 23.9 ± 2.5 0.032* 0.030*

males/females 32/64 29/12 22/11

*p <0.05
All values presented as means ± SD
NRT non-resistance-trained, RT resistance-trained, LIRT low-intensity resistance-trained, HIRT high-intensity resistance-trained, BMI body mass index
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chose ABFLM because deducting the non-contractile
mineral mass from the segmental analysis provides a
more sensitive measure of force production per
muscle size. This was because hypothetically, two indi-
viduals with similar total arm mass, arm lean mass,
and HG strength would demonstrate similar MQ.
However, this finding would be subject to error in true
muscle quality where in the case that these individuals
had different bone mass values, the one with higher
bone mass would have less contractile tissue and
therefore a higher MQ.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with the statistical
package SPSS for MAC, version 24.0 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA) with a level of significance was set at
p < 0.05. Descriptive values were assessed with multivari-
ate analysis of variance (MANOVA). Mahalobnis differ-
ence, used to identify potential outliers in the primary
outcome variables of HG, ABFLM, MQ, AP, LS, FN, TH,
and WB revealed seven participants displaying outlier data
to a probability of 0.0001 that were subsequently omitted.
Normality was assessed with a Shapiro-Wilk’s test to a
value of p < 0.05. Both HG (0.44, SE = 0.19) and ABFLM
(0.49, SE = 0.19) were found to be positively skewed, while
all other primary outcome variables were found to be nor-
mally distributed and analysis persisted based on mini-
mum sample size recommendations to neglect violations
of normalcy [49, 50]. All primary muscle and bone vari-
ables were confirmed to display homogeneity of variance
with Levene’s test (p < 0.05). For the outcome analyses col-
lapsed inclusion of males and females was justified
through an examination of potential influence of sex on
group differences examined through multivariate analysis
of covariance (MANCOVA) with age, height, and calcium
intake serving as covariates. Here, males and females
exhibited either the same significant between-groups dif-
ferences or trends for the same difference across training
groups for primary dependent variables. Because of their
well-established influence on BMD, this study covaried for
the effects of participant height, age, and calcium intake
[51]. Age was used as a covariate because the NRT group
was significantly younger than others (See Table 1).
Although the difference was less than 4 months in both
cases, the participants were near the transition from ado-
lescence to young adulthood when bone accrual is usually
ongoing. Height was included due to its known scaling
effects on muscle contractile function and BMD [52, 53]
as well as to control for the disproportionate sex represen-
tation between groups.

Research aim #1
Subsequently, the primary outcome variables (n = 170)
were assessed with one-way (with two groups)

MANCOVA with height (p < 0.001), age (p = 0.41), and
calcium intake (p = 0.23) as covariates with the follow-
ing values for probabilities for observed power: HG
(0.72), ABFLM (0.999), MQ (0.76), AP (0.17), LS
(0.57), FN (0.64), TH (0.64), and WB (0.83). Observed
effect sizes for HG, ABFLM, MQ, AP, LS FN, TH, and
WB were determined for the 2-group method with
Cohen’s d where the following categories were assigned
based on previous recommendations [54] low effect =
0.2, moderate effect = 0.5, and large effect = 0.8.

Research aim #2
The primary outcome variables (n = 170) were assessed
with one-way (with three groups) MANCOVA with
height (p < 0.001), age (p = 0.41), and calcium intake
(p = 0.23) as covariates with the following values for
probabilities for observed power: HG (0.87), ABFLM
(1.000), MQ (0.68), AP (0.51), LS (0.86), FN (0.56), TH
(0.55), and WB (0.82). Post-hoc analysis was performed
to examine between-group differences using Fisher’s
Least Significant Difference (LSD). Observed effect
sizes for HG, ABFLM, MQ, AP, LS FN, TH, and WB
were determined for the 3-group method with Cohen’s
d where the following categories were assigned based
on previous recommendations [54] low effect = 0.2,
moderate effect = 0.5, and large effect = 0.8. To test for
the predictive influence of whole body composition,
multiple stepwise linear regression analyses were per-
formed separately for males and females with height,
whole body mass, WFat, BFLM, and whole body fat
percentage as potential predictors for each of AP, LS,
FN, TH, and whole body BMD as dependent variables.

Results
Research aim #1
Participant anthropometric and descriptive values are
provided in Table 1. Most importantly, the 2-group
method where resistance training history was collapsed
into a singular category, demonstrated differences
between NRT and RT in all musculoskeletal variables
except AP spine (Table 2). However, upon comparison
to the 3-group model where RT was separated by inten-
sity into two groups, there were no bone differences
between low-intensity resistance training history whereas
a history of high-intensity resistance training revealed
significantly higher BMD for all bone variables (Table 3).
Whole body composition, physical activity, and dietary
intake comparisons are provided in Table 4.

Research aim #2
Both intensity groups demonstrated differences for all
whole body composition values compared to NRT (with
the exception of total body fat mass of HIRT) (Fig. 2).
However, while there were no dietary or activity
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differences found between the LIRT and NRT groups,
the HIRT group were more active, consumed more calo-
ries, had higher calcium intakes, and consumed higher
daily absolute protein. Regression results showed
WBFLM to be the only included variable or the highest
variable for each bone site (with r2 ranging from 11 to
29%) in both males and females except for the LS of
females where whole body mass was the only significant
predictor (r = 0.53) (Fig. 3).

Discussion
Research aim #1
In the first research aim, we set out to describe the effect
of two different classification methods of reported resist-
ance training intensity history on variables of musculo-
skeletal health. These data confirm that not all self-
reported resistance training is the same. The results of
the 2-group and 3-group analysis reveal stark differences
on the conclusions that can be made regarding the

Table 2 Musculoskeletal variables: 2-Groups

2-group method NRT
(95% CI)

RT
(95% CI)

NRT vs. RT
p (ES)

Combined right and left HG (kg) 67.5 ± 1.3
(64.9–70.0)

72.6 ± 1.5
(69.7–75.5)

0.011* (0.64)

Combined right and left arm BFLM (kg) 4.96 ± 0.09
(4.77–5.15)

5.73 ± 0.11
(5.51–5.94)

< 0.001* (0.89)

MQ 13.9 ± 0.2
(13.5–14.3)

13.1 ± 0.2
(12.6–13.5)

0.008* (0.60)

Anteroposterior spine BMD (g/cm2) 1.013 ± 0.011
(0.990–1.035)

1.031 ± 0.013
(1.005–1.057)

0.311 (0.24)

Lateral spine BMD (g/cm2) 0.785 ± 0.009
(0.767–0.803)

0.816 ± 0.011
(0.795–0.837)

0.033* (0.49)

Femoral neck BMD (g/cm2) 0.915 ± 0.013
(0.890–0.940)

0.961 ± 0.015
(0.932–0.990)

0.021* (0.50)

Total hip BMD (g/cm2) 1.016 ± 0.012
(0.992–1.041)

1.061 ± 0.014
(1.033–1.089)

0.021* (0.53)

Whole-body BMD (g/cm2) 1.068 ± 0.008
(1.052–1.085)

1.106 ± 0.010
(1.087–1.125)

0.013* (0.66)

*p <0.05
All values presented as estimated means ± SE from an ANCOVA adjusted for age, height, and total calcium intake
95% CI 95% confidence intervals, NRT non-resistance-trained, RT resistance-trained, ES observed effect size, LIRT low-intensity resistance-trained, HIRT high-intensity
resistance-trained, MQ muscle quality, BMD bone mineral density, HG handgrip, BFLM bone-mineral free lean mass

Table 3 Musculoskeletal variables: 3-Groups

3-group method NRT LIRT NRT vs. LIRT HIRT NRT vs. HIRT LIRT vs. HIRT

(95% CI) (95% CI) p (ES) (95% CI) p (ES) p (ES)

Combined right and left HG (kg) 67.5 ± 1.3
(61.8–68.4)

69.7 ± 2.0
(68.0–78.1)

0.035* (0.48) 76.2 ± 2.2
(73.3–84.5)

0.001* (0.84) 0.028* (0.34)

Combined right and left arm BFLM (kg) 4.96 ± 0.09
(4.40–5.00)

5.42 ± 0.14
(5.32–6.23)

0.009* (0.73) 6.10 ± 0.16
(5.89–6.90)

< 0.001* (1.09) 0.002* (0.37)

MQ 13.9 ± 0.2
(13.6–14.5)

13.2 ± 0.3
(12.4–13.6)

0.066 (0.54) 12.9 ± 0.3
(12.0–13.4)

0.014* (0.67) 0.515 (0.13)

Anteroposterior spine BMD (g/cm2) 1.013 ± 0.011
(0.987–1.031)

1.007 ± 0.017
(0.978–1.045)

0.792 (0.3) 1.059 ± 0.019
(1.029–1.104)

0.041* (0.52) 0.046* (0.48)

Lateral spine BMD (g/cm2) 0.785 ± 0.009
(0.760–0.797)

0.791 ± 0.014
(0.770–0.827)

0.706 (0.02) 0.846 ± 0.016
(0.825–0.889)

0.001* (0.86) 0.010* (0.61)

Femoral neck BMD (g/cm2) 0.915 ± 0.013
(0.880–0.933)

0.954 ± 0.020
(0.922–1.002)

0.108 (0.41) 0.970 ± 0.022
(0.940–1.029)

0.032* (0.57) 0.566 (0.16)

Total hip BMD (g/cm2) 1.016 ± 0.012
(0.981–1.032)

1.055 ± 0.019
(1.028–1.106)

0.098 (0.45) 1.068 ± 0.021
(1.039–1.126)

0.036* (0.64) 0.625 (0.11)

Whole-body BMD (g/cm2) 1.068 ± 0.008
(1.041–1.077)

1.095 ± 0.013
(1.079–1.134)

0.087 (0.52) 1.120 ± 0.014
(1.103–1.165)

0.002* (0.85) 0.198 (0.28)

*p <0.05
All values presented as estimated means ± SE from an ANCOVA adjusted for age, height, and total calcium intake
95% CI 95% confidence intervals, NRT non-resistance-trained, RT resistance-trained, ES observed effect size, LIRT low-intensity resistance-trained, HIRT high-intensity
resistance-trained, MQ muscle quality, BMD bone mineral density, HG handgrip, BFLM bone-mineral free lean mass
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Table 4 Muscle, bone, physical activity, and nutrition

NRT
(95% CI)

LIRT
(95% CI)

NRT vs. LIRT HIRT
(95% CI)

NRT vs. HIRT LIRT vs. HIRT

p p p

Whole body BMC (kg) 2.203 ± 0.329
(2.126–2.280)

2.424 ± 0.464
(2.306–2.542)

0.002* 2.565 ± 0.409
(2.434–2.696)

< 0.001* 0.116

Whole body fat mass (kg) 18.63 ± 5.53
(17.46–19.79)

15.93 ± 5.99
(14.15–17.70)

0.013* 16.98 ± 6.13
(15.00–18.96)

0.158 0.437

Whole body BFLM (kg) 44.70 ± 7.72
(42.97–46.42)

50.38 ± 9.66
(47.74–53.02)

< 0.001* 52.96 ± 9.45
(50.00–55.90)

< 0.001* 0.199

Whole body percentage body fat (%) 28.4 ± 6.6
(27.0–29.7)

23.2 ± 7.2
(21.1–25.3)

< 0.001* 23.3 ± 7.2
(21.0–25.7)

< 0.001* 0.934

Physical activity (MET•hrs•wk.− 1) 41.9 ± 54.7
(30.5–53.3)

55.6 ± 47.9
(38.2–73.1)

0.194 71.0 ± 70.3
(51.6–90.5)

0.012* 0.247

Caloric intake (kcals•d− 1) 1833.4 ± 839.7
(1645.7–2021.1)

2090.4 ± 1113.8
(1803.2–2377.6)

0.141 2363.7 ± 949.3
(2043.5–2683.8)

0.005* 0.212

Total calcium intake (mg•d−1) 988.9 ± 478.6
(891.9–1085.9)

1044.8 ± 477.9
(896.4–1193.2)

0.535 1236.8 ± 493.5
(1071.3–1402.2)

0.012* 0.090

Total vitamin D intake (μg•d− 1) 9.61 ± 18.87
(6.63–12.50)

8.24 ± 5.79
(3.68–12.80)

0.621 8.44 ± 6.56
(3.53–13.52)

0.695 0.955

Protein intake (g•d− 1) 69.5 ± 35.7
(61.5–77.5)

87.2 ± 48.1
(74.9–99.4)

0.018* 89.7 ± 39.7
(76.0–103.3)

0.013* 0.786

Relative protein intake (g•kg− 1•d− 1) 1.08 ± 0.56
(0.97–1.2)

1.25 ± 0.60
(1.08–1.44)

0.112 1.28 ± 0.62
(1.08–1.48)

0.099 0.878

*p <0.05
All values presented as estimated means ± SD
95% CI 95% confidence interval, NRT non-resistance-trained, LIRT low-intensity resistance-trained, HIRT high-intensity resistance-trained, BMC bone mineral content,
BFLM bone-mineral free lean mass, MET metabolic equivalents

Fig. 2 Whole body composition for research aim 2. All values presented as means. * = different than NRT (p < 0.05); NRT = non-resistance-trained;
LIRT = low-intensity resistance-trained; HIRT = high-intensity resistance-trained; WBFLM =whole body bone-mineral-free lean mass; WFat = whole
body fat mass; WBBMC = whole body bone mineral content
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influence of one’s history with resistance training. When
no consideration was given to intensity of one’s past ex-
periences with resistance training, the data deceptively
suggest that any experience with resistance training re-
sults in improved BMD. However, upon splitting the RT
group into high vs. low intensity training history, im-
proved BMD was seen for HIRT in all bone variables,
with no benefits observed at any bone site for the LIRT
group. A visual comparison of the 2-group and 3-group
methods can be found in plotting observed effects sizes
(Fig. 4). Using the 2-group method, AP BMD was not
found to be significantly different between groups (p =
0.31), with an effect size found to be slightly above the
low effect threshold of 0.24. Profoundly, when applying
the 3-group method, HIRT was found to be significantly
greater in AP BMD than NRT with a moderate effect
size (0.52) while the LIRT was not different than NRT
(p = 0.80) with an effect size of 0.03. Likewise, both 2-
and 3-group methods reveal strength and lean mass dif-
ferences between a history of resistance training and no
history of resistance training. However, MQ was not
found to be different in the 2-group method but was
found to be significantly different in the HIRT group but
not the LIRT when accounting for resistance training in-
tensity. Differentiating between HIRT and LIRT is there-
fore critical in accurately characterizing the effects of
resistance training on indices of muscle and bone health.

It is noteworthy that collapsing resistance training his-
tory into a single category inflates the value LIRT while
masking the true benefit of HIRT. For example, in this
analysis, using only a 2-group method appears to intro-
duce false-positive (Type I) error where indices of mus-
culoskeletal health appear to be positively related to
resistance training of any intensity. After further examin-
ation, splitting the RT group into LIRT and HIRT (the
3-group method) suggests that HIRT facilitates substan-
tial influence on musculoskeletal strength and morph-
ology compared to NRT. Fig. 4 reveals that in a 2-group
method where HIRT and LIRT are collapsed, true, large
effects of HIRT conceal low (or non-existent) effects of
LIRT on musculoskeletal health. Furthermore, HIRT ap-
pears to be superior to LIRT in promoting desired
muscle and bone adaptation.
The major limitation with the 2-group method can be

demonstrated clearly in the case of the AP BMD where
lack of differentiation of resistance training intensity re-
sulted in type II error (false negatives) and in the case of
the LS, a pooled RT group produced type I error (false
positives). The accurate conclusions are more likely
therefore best seen in the 3-group which allows for the
conclusion that resistance training is associated with
meaningful osteogenesis of the spine only if it is of high-
intensity. Therefore, future research designs which fail
to seek differentiation of the intensity of resistance

Fig. 3 Between-group differences in musculoskeletal health. All values are presented as group mean percent differences from the non-resistance-
trained group normalized to zero as a comparison. NRT = non-resistance-trained; LIRT = low-intensity resistance-trained; HIRT = high-intensity
resistance-trained; HG = combined left and right maximum handgrip strength; ABFLM = combined right and left arm bone-mineral-free lean mass;
MQ =muscle quality (HG/ABFLM); AP = anteroposterior bone mineral density; LS = lateral spine bone mineral density; FN = femoral neck bone
mineral density; TH = total hip bone mineral density; WB = whole body bone mineral density
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training in retrospective analyses are likely to systematic-
ally report error-prone results rife with both type I and
type II error.

Research aim #2
As per research aim #2, we set out to characterize
potential differences in muscle mass, strength, MQ, and
BMD in young adults due to their self-reported history
of resistance training intensity. The importance of exer-
cise and long-term resistance training supported by a
diet consisting of adequate bone- and muscle- support-
ing nutrients such as protein, calcium, and vitamin D
should be prioritized in preventing the related condi-
tions of sarcopenia and osteoporosis [55]. This is notable
in spite of the discrepant evidence suggesting self-
selected resistance training intensities are lower than
what is recommended for ideal musculoskeletal benefit
[30]. Furthermore, the added finding that retrospectively,
self-reported training status is associated with favorable
musculoskeletal status is important since the holistic na-
ture of HIRT supplants isolated target-specific interven-
tions such as pharmacological and nutritional
approaches through the added benefit of addressing
multiple risk factors including strength, balance, and
increased muscle mass [56, 57].

Muscular response
The data from the 3-group method suggest that HIRT is
superior or exclusively associated with beneficial muscu-
loskeletal adaptation. For over a decade, the ACSM has
advocated an evidence-based recommendation of high
intensity resistance training being superior for strength
development [30] with clearer evidence provided as indi-
viduals progress towards advanced states of training.
The data from the present study agrees with the ACSM
Position Stand as well as with more recent meta-
analyses supporting HIRT for strength development
across the lifespan [25, 31, 58]. Further corroboration
exists with Schoenfeld et al. [25] who calculated higher
effect sizes for the influence of resistance training on
strength assessed as a 1RM (HIRT = 1.69; LIRT = 1.32)
compared to isometric assessments (HIRT = 0.64; LIRT
0.55). The HG assessment used here, a form of isometric
assessment, demonstrated HIRT and LIRT differences
with observed effect size of 0.84 and 0.48 respectively as
compared to the NRT group.
Conversely, hypertrophy can be seen across a spectrum

of intensities. Through the adult lifespan, a spectrum of
intensities will produce significant increases in muscular
size in novice lifters, though moderate intensities (70–85%
of RM) are recommended for experienced lifters [30, 35].

Fig. 4 Observed effect sizes for the 2-group and 3-group methods. 2G-RT = 2 group method resistance trained compared as to NRT. 3G-LIRT = 3-
group method low-intensity resistance-trained; 3G-HIRT = 3-group method high-intensity resistance-trained; HG = combined left and right
maximum handgrip strength; ABFLM = combined right and left arm bone-mineral-free lean mass; MQ =muscle quality (HG/ABFLM); AP =
anteroposterior bone mineral density; LS = lateral spine bone mineral density; FN = femoral neck bone mineral density; TH = total hip bone
mineral density; WB = whole body bone mineral density. The background colors denote effects size: red = low, yellow =moderate, green = high
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As with strength, the present study reports superior
ABFLM with the HIRT group although both resistance
training groups were associated with higher ABFLM that
the NRT group. Potential effects of resistance training on
muscle hypertrophy were not found to be intensity-
specific with regards to WBFLM, a finding which is sup-
ported by a previous meta-analysis [25]. Schoenfeld et al.
reported mildly higher effect size for HIRT (0.53) com-
pared to LIRT (0.42) with regards to the ability to promote
hypertrophy, while at the same time reporting insufficient
evidence for concluding intensity-specific findings on
whole body lean mass.
Previous research has confirmed that MQ is a dynamic

phenomenon responding to acute training and recovery
[59, 60], chronic training and detraining [13, 61], ageing
[62–64] and disuse [65] where true differences in MQ
are expected to result from neural, architectural, fiber
type proportion, and contractile vs. noncontractile tissue
proportion [11, 66]. With clearly elevated ABFLM in the
HIRT group, quantitative changes in muscle do not fully
explain the functional changes in muscle expressed via
HG strength in the present study. Although higher
ABFLM was seen in the LIRT group (p = 0.07), signifi-
cant qualitative differences were only found with the
HIRT. Here, MQ was found to be 5% less in the LIRT
and 7.2% less in the HIRT suggesting that hypertrophy
outpaces the observed increase in strength resulting in
the lower MQ. An opposing finding from previous lit-
erature demonstrating increasing MQ with resistance
training after 9 weeks of very high intensity (~ 87.5% of
1RM) resistance training in young and old participants
[67] warrants further investigation. Ivey et al. [67] imple-
mented a similar lean mass quantification as the present
study but differed in that they assessed the quadriceps.
In the present study, BFLM represents a volumetric
measure of the upper extremity including both sarco-
meres in series and parallel where hypertrophy of the
upper arm might obscure the relationship of HG and
changes in forearm cross-sectional area (CSA). With
hypertrophy resulting from HIRT, volumetric increases
may outpace CSA increases resulting in a systematic
suppression of MQ where direct assessment of physio-
logical CSA of the arm flexors could reveal a more
accurate value of MQ. Nonetheless, future investigations
are needed to explore this technique to confirm a
decrease in MQ resulting from HIRT as seen in the
present study.

Skeletal response
The overall magnitude of force elicited on the skeleton
has been purported to be the single most important fac-
tor in determining training-related improvements in
BMD [68]. Multiple, recent meta-analyses have con-
firmed the benefit of resistance training as part of a

mixed-training approach (along with impact training)
for increasing BMD of the hip and spine in the preven-
tion of osteoporosis [69, 70]. Likely due to a litany of
factors, including inconsistencies in intensity [71], clear
consensus is needed for the specific resistance training
prescription for optimal gains in bone health. The pre-
ponderance of work on resistance training and bone
health has been conducted in older, post-menopausal
females [72]. From these works, over time, site-
specificity and load-dependency effects of resistance
training on BMD was introduced [33, 73] and later sup-
ported in multiple studies with young adults where
higher-intensity resistance training may be more effect-
ive in eliciting changes to the spine because higher
forces are necessary to promote greater gains in BMD at
the FN [26]. Almstedt et al. [74] reported a 2.7–7.7%
increase in BMD (depending on the skeletal site) in
young males over the course of a periodized 24-week
HIRT intervention with surprisingly no BMD differences
found in young females. However, other research with
young females using only a dynamic squat exercise with
very high intensity (85–90%) has been shown effective in
improving BMD at the spine (2.2%) and total hip (1%) in
as little as 12 weeks [75]. Additionally, 6 months of LIRT
at approximately 65–70% of 1RM, resulted in a 2–3%
increase in BMD at the FN with no change in whole
body or spine BMD [76]. Along with low intensity of
resistance training, an alternative possible explanation of
the lack of spinal response could be the utilization of a
pneumatic machine-based protocol that did not axially
load the vertebral column [76]. Nonetheless, the data re-
ported by Ryan et al. [76], demonstrates that AP, LS,
and FN in HIRT were all found to be significantly higher
than LIRT as well as 4.5% higher in AP, 7.7% higher in
LS, and 6% higher in FN compared to NRT.
It is worth mentioning that body mass is the most im-

portant predictive variable of BMD and of the compo-
nents of whole body mass, BFLM is more predictive
than body fat percentage, WFat, or WB mass [77]. The
relevance of this relationship is key to the interpretations
of the present study. Both resistance training groups dis-
played elevated WBFLM which in support of Ho-Pham
et al. [77] is likely to be a major moderating factor in the
elevated BMD of the HIRT groups.
The results of the stepwise regressions confirmed

WBFLM as being linked with BMD at each bone site.
The amount of explained variance seen here is sup-
ported by previous genetic studies with twins suggesting
that all environmental factors (where RT would be only
one) could explain 12–49% of variance in bone morph-
ology [78, 79]. These findings collectively reinforce the
understanding of connections between resistance train-
ing and musculoskeletal morphology. The degree to
which HIRT a) stimulates signaling pathways of muscle
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and bone growth, b) promotes muscular hypertrophy
which then stimulates osteogenesis, or c) some combin-
ation thereof is a question to be resolved by further pro-
spective research. Nonetheless, this data emphasizes the
importance of RT programs performed with sufficient
intensity to promote muscular hypertrophy which either
in turn or in conjunction aids in the development of
osseous tissues.
While calcium intake could play a role in explaining

the elevated BMD in the HIRT group, total vitamin D
and relative protein intakes were not different across
groups in the 3-group method. A significant difference
was observed between HIRT and NRT where participant
mean total intakes were above U.S. population means
for similarly-aged males and females and were further
at-or-above the recommended daily allowance (RDA) for
calcium as determined by the Institute of Medicine of
1300 mg•d− 1 for ages 9–18 and 1000mg•d− 1 for ages
19–50 [80]. Despite the differences, large variances pre-
clude conclusions because many individual participants
were on either side of the RDA threshold for calcium.
Nonetheless, calcium is unlikely to explain much of the
group differences in BMD because calcium intake was
used as a covariate in the final analysis and the group
mean intakes were near or above the RDA. All groups
were similarly well below the RDA of 15 μg•d− 1 (600 IU)
for vitamin D intake [81]. Relative protein intake was
well above the RDA of 0.8 g•kg− 1•d− 1, and trended non-
significantly towards higher intakes with resistance train-
ing groups, but fell below upper recommendations
ranges of 1.6–1.8 g•kg− 1•d− 1 for resistance-trained indi-
viduals [82]. Because protein has been shown to be gen-
erally favorable for BMD across skeletal sites and
protein values well above RDA have been suggested to
be associated with favorably higher LS BMD [83], this
possibly could have played a role in the results of this
study.

Limitations
By necessary design for the given first research aim,
this investigation was retrospective, cross-sectional,
and relied on self-reported, subjective participant
response to a questionnaire. A selection bias appears
as groups were assigned post hoc which prevented a
random assignment and unequal group size also
resulted. Therefore, the amount of objective informa-
tion available regarding the training history of partici-
pants is limited. While it is plausible that HIRT
explained the observed elevations in musculoskeletal
mass, without prospective randomization, it is un-
known to what degree participants with greater
height, mass, BMI, and lean mass might have self-
selected into higher intensity resistance training
during adolescence.

Conclusions
Much is known about the effects of resistance training
on musculoskeletal mass and strength development
from prospective, randomized, controlled trials. Primar-
ily, this study adds to the existing literature by demon-
strating the value in identifying intensity of self-
reported participant history of resistance training in re-
search investigations. This evidence shows that partici-
pant differentiation of resistance training intensity is
critical in reducing potential error associated with the
explainable variance of resistance training on common
musculoskeletal variables. Second, this research con-
tributes additional evidence that HIRT elicits greater
musculoskeletal response than LIRT. With regards to
resistance exercise training, and perhaps most import-
antly, high-intensity training may be imperative for
stimulating increased spinal BMD in young adults prior
to the attainment of PBM. Finally, in research investiga-
tions, the intensity of one’s history of resistance
training must be discerned to use as a criterion in
potential group assignments or as a covariate. Failure
to do so may introduce systematic error due to non-
homogeneity or data confounding. It is thereby recom-
mended that any retrospective questionnaire assessing
physical activity for potential baseline musculoskeletal
influences must include two questions: 1) whether
someone has a history of weight/resistance training and
2) whether the weight/resistance training history
included high intensity training based on one-repetition
maximums.
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